Meeting Called to Order at 6:08pm.

**Unexcused Absences:** Miles Grostefon, Matt Laird, Blaze Stimac

**Excused Absences:** Dave Abernathy, Chris Capo, Jennifer Cauley, Brandon “B-Dawg” Miller,

**Minutes from Last Week:** Approved

**President (Shannon):** Hi everyone! Say hi to my friend Bill! He’s cool. I don’t think I have anything to report. The 3D Glasses checkout papers turned out pretty nice. The only thing we forgot was to ask Dave for was the first year ID numbers. I think that’s it. I know we have a possible new member. For all the new people, you need to attend two meetings before you can be voted in. I don’t think we’re going to count next week, because of the pizza, which I encourage you all to go to. And I haven’t heard from Swank about the 4th Pirates movie.

**Vice President (Jeff):** Cool, I have the board here. I don’t have the requirements yet, but that’s because we don’t have the exact number of members yet. I’ve also added the times that the movies should be ending. I’ve also had a hard time keeping track of the volunteers, so I’ve created a new volunteer sheet. So if you’re volunteering, you can write your name on it, put if you worked a show or clean, and then the date and time of the show. I also have a signup sheet for K-day. We’re going to have a booth there, and we’re going to have the movie guessing game, so we need people to sign up. If you can work, that’d be cool. (Shannon: I will be going up at noon. My parents love me enough to give me a state park parking pass, so if you want to work but need a ride, you can let me know. I’d like to stay until the end.) Also, I’m also going to be making cotton candy on Thursday at 7pm in the Film Board office if you want to help.

**Secretary (Tina):** We’re down to 25 members now, but it looks like we have a lot of new people interested in Film Board, so YAY!

**Treasurer (Amie):** I counted the money from the weekend. I don’t know if we came out plus or not yet, I haven’t done it all. But we were only 13 dollars off for the tickets, which I thought was pretty good for it being the first week, so yay! But we can do better.

**Concessions (Brandon “B-Dawg”):** (Not present) Everything is all stocked up. (Shannon: A little too stocked up. :P)

**Advertising (Old Man Heyse):** I was too busy with other stuff.

**Publicity (Carissa):** Posters have been changed, and I sent Dave the table tents. He’s going to let me know when they’re ready, so yeah.

**Web Page (Dylan):** Website, Twitter, and Facebook have all been updated. I put a poll on FB to see how many people use it.

**Equipment Supervisor (Jim):** I have a ton of glasses that need the aluminum barcodes put on. If anyone wants to help out after the meeting, that’d be great. I’m not sure where I’m going to store them,
but yeah. It’s also going to be at my apartment, so I can offer rides, too. (Shannon says that he has a Free Candy van)

Advisor (Dave): Welcome back everybody! It’s good to see some new people here. I also have my last day of work with the university, which is June 29th of next year. So this will be my last year as your advisor.

Committee Report: N/A

Old Business:
- Revote for Equipment Supervisor
  • Shannon: Does anyone want to run against Jim? Does Jim want to run in the first place?
  • No one wants to run against Jim. Jim wins by default.

New Business:
- Last week’s table tents:
  • Shannon: The binder states that the 3D shows are 5:30pm, 8:30pm, and 11:30pm. This extra time is for the glasses.
  • Carissa: Long story short. I didn’t check the times until after the table tents were out, so some people were confused. But we’re going to be okay. We’re all going to survive.

- Movie Voting:
  • Shannon: Anyone who is NOT a member is not allowed to vote. Sorry, it’s a privilege of being a member.
  • Shannon: Horrible Bosses is only available for week 6. People don’t like updating Swank and Criterion websites to let me know when they’re available.
  • Voting commences. James says, “Morgan Freeman should have been the Green Lantern.”
  • While discussing Cowboys and Aliens, Olivia Wilde’s sexiness was mentioned. Carow says that he’s a boob man, not an ass man. Shannon exclaims that he’s married! Gibbs says, “Well, I’m sure his wife has boobs!” *laughter ensues*

- New Member Vote-In:
  • Nathaniel: If you’re not currently a member, we’d like you to leave. We don’t want to spoil our vote-in secrets.
  • Name: Pang Moua
    ✓ Major: Biomedical Engineering
    ✓ Expected Graduation: May 2014
    ✓ Hometown: Waterford, MI
    ✓ High School Mascot: Corsairs (A ship?)
  • Traditional questioning ensues
    ✓ Favorite movie with a dog?: I don’t like dogs. But probably Marley and Me.
    ✓ Favorite movie with Snakes on a Plane?: I’ve never seen a movie with Snakes on a Plane before.
    ✓ Have you seen Reign of Fire, and if so, did you love it?: No.
    ✓ What movies have you seen?: Um, a lot? Besides that one that you just said.
    ✓ What is your favorite buddy cop movie? Cop Out
    ✓ Please name some other things that float. The first item on this list is a duck: A ball, a plastic ball. (Shannon: She’s female! She’s never seen Monty Python!)
    ✓ Have you seen The Other Guys?: Yes.
    ✓ And you chose Cop Out over The Other Guys?: Sorry.
    ✓ If you were a STI, what would you be and where would you be picked up at?: Gonorrhea because it’s the first one I thought of, and at a foam party.
    ✓ What’s your favorite black movie and why?: N/A
    ✓ Favorite movie starring a non-biological entity?: Toy Story
What is the best Bill Murray co-star? A gopher or a groundhog?: Who’s Bill Murray?
Have you seen all 6 Star Wars movies? If so, which one was your favorite, and why?:
No, I haven’t seen any of them.
What’s your favorite Star Trek series?: I’ve never seen Star Trek.
Who’s your favorite Captain from Star Trek then?: Kirk
Have you seen any Trilogies?: Matrix, Lord of the Rings
Favorite LOTR character?: Frodo, he’s kind of weird but I like him.
• Shannon: Anyone have questions, comments, or concerns?
  - She hasn’t seen a lot of movies. She also has the same number of consonants as vowels in her name.
• No other objections. Pang is voted in as a new member.

- Movie Winners:
  • Horrible Bosses
  • Transformers
  • Captain America
  • Cowboys and Aliens

**Motion to Adjourn Proposed by Jeff Saunders**

**Motion Seconded by multiple people.**

**Meeting Adjourned at 6:59pm.**